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Main work areas:

• 5.1. Development of a European framework/ code of practice for organic food processing

• 5.2. Assessment of chlorine replacement strategies for fresh cut vegetables

• 5.3. Processing technologies which improve the nutritional composition of dairy products
Key questions to be discussed

1. Is the revised EU regulation 2092/91 sufficient to close the gap between the regulation and the consumer expectation?

2. What is missing?

3. Which other instrument for are existing besides the EU Regulation?

4. Which instruments are needed?

5. Which role has the research?
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Summary

1. The revised EU Regulation makes the gap between consumer expectation smaller with the principles true nature and processing with care.

2. The code of best practice is a good instrument for the implementation of the existing and new regulation.

3. Actual research like ozon treatment shows, that alternatives could be evaluated. Further research is needed.

4. The progress in the EU Regulation 2092/91 is going to authentic organic food processed with care!